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Abstract--A mathematical model and locally analytical solution technique are developed to analyze the 
steady, inviscid, incompressible, flow through a two-dimensional turbomachinery cascade comprised of 
cambered, thick, airfoils. The cascade is analyzed by considering a single flow channel. The boundary 
conditions require a zero velocity normal to the airfoil surfaces, the Kutta condition to be satisfied, and 
the inlet and exit flow from the cascade to be periodic. The flow field velocity potential is separated into 
circulatory and noncirculatory components, each individually described by a Laplace equation. A body 
fitted computational grid is utilized which permits grid points to be specified along the entire com- 
putational boundary and results in a smoothly spaced, nonoverlapping grid. General analytic solutions 
to the Laplace equations in the transformed computational plane are determined by separation of 
variables. Locally analytical solutions are then developed by applying these solutions to individual grid 
elements, i.e. the integration and separation constants are determined from the boundary conditions in 
each grid element. The complete flow field solution is then obtained byassembling these locally analytical 
solutions. The validity of this locally analytical solution and the flow modelling are then demonstrated 
by correlation predictions with data from various cascade xperiments. 
NOMENCLATURE 
b = Airfoil semi-chord, C/2 
Cp = Static pressure coefficient 
i = Mean flow incidence angle 
n = Surface unit normal 
S = Cascade spacing 
U~o = Farfield uniform flow 
U 0 = Chordwise velocity component on airfoil 
Uoo = Chordwise fartield velocity component 
V~ = Normal farfield velocity component 
= Cascade stagger angle 
F = Flow circulation 
= Total velocity potential 
~NC = Noncirculatory velocity potential 
~c = Circulatory velocity potential 
= Transformed velocity potential 
Superscripts 
+ = Upper surface 
-- = Lower surface 
INTRODUCTION 
In the design of turbomachine blade rows, i.e. fans, compressors, and turbines, the flow through 
the blading passages i analyzed using a strip theory approach. In particular, the blade row flow 
field is analyzed by considering a two-dimensional planar airfoil cascade with an incoming flow 
equal to the relative flow conditions approaching the actual rotating or stationary blade row. 
Utilizing a classical fluid mechanics approach, analytical solutions to the flow field equations are 
determined, but typically only for simple flow configurations, for example, flat plate airfoils with 
zero thickness. This limitation has been largely removed by the availability of digital computers 
and the development of modern computational techniques. In these, the differential f ow field 
equations are approximated by finite difference algebraic equations determined from expansions 
of appropriate variables. As a result, truncation errors are inherent in the resulting solution. 
In this paper, a mathematical model and locally analytical solution method are developed to 
analyze the steady, inviscid, incompressible flow through a two-dimensional turbomachinery 
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cascade comprised of cambered, thick airfoils. The cascade is analyzed by considering a single flow 
channel. The boundary conditions require a zero velocity normal to the airfoil surfaces, the Kutta 
condition to be satisfied, and the inlet and exit flow from the cascade to be periodic, i.e. that the 
single flow channel corresponds to an infinite cascade. 
A velocity potential formulation is utilized for the mathematical model. The flow field velocity 
potential is separated into circulatory and noncirculatory components, each individually described 
by a Laplace equation. A locally analytical solution is developed in which the discrete algebraic 
equations which represent the flow field equations are obtained from analytical solutions in 
individual grid elements. Thus, this locally analytical method relates classical fluid mechanics and 
modem computational techniques. A body fitted computational grid is utilized. General analytical 
solutions to the transformed Laplace equations are developed by applying these olutions to 
individual grid elements, i.e. the integration a d separation constants are determined from the 
boundary conditions in each grid elements. The complete flow field is then obtained by assembling 
these locally analytical solutions. 
The concept of locally linearized solutions was applied to the problem of the steady inviscid 
transonic flow past thin airfoils by Spreiter et al. [1-3] and subsequently extended to oscillating 
airfoils in transonic flow by Stahara and Spreiter [4]. Also, Dowell [5] developed a rational 
approximate method for unsteady transonic flow which is broadly related to the local linearization 
concept. The locally analytical method for steady two-dimensional fluid flow and heat transfer 
problems was initially developed by Chen et al. [6-9]. They have shown that the locally analytical 
method has several advantages over the finite difference and finite element methods. In particular, 
it is more accurate as no truncation errors are introduced, less dependent on grid size and the 
system of algebraic equations are latively stable. Also, since the solution is analytical, it is 
differentiable and is a continuous function in the solution domain. The disadvantage is that a great 
deal of mathematical nalysis is required before programming. 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
Figure 1 schematically depicts the two-dimensional flow past a thick, cambered, airfoil cascade 
together with the nondimensional ca~esian coordinate system. The steady and uniform farfield 
flow is specified by the velocity vector U~, with the mean flow incidence angle to the airfoil cascade, 
i, specified by the chordwise and normal farfield velocity components, Uoo and V~. The cascade 
has a stagger angle ~, with S denoting the airfoil spacing. 
For an incompressible steady inviscid fluid, a velocity potential function can be defined. The 
complete flow field is then described by a Laplace equation, 
V2~ =0, (1) 
where 4~ = ~(x,y)  is the velocity potential. 
Since the Laplace equation is linear, the velocity potential can be decomposed into components 
by the superposition principle. In particular, the velocity potential is decomposed into non- 
circulatory and circulatory components, ~sc(x,y), and ¢~c(X,y), 
• (x, y) = [~Nc(X, Y) + r~o(x,y)] ,  (2) 
where V2~NC = 0; V2~c = 0 and F is the unknown flow circulation constant. 
To complete the mathematical model, farfield inlet and exit, airfoil surface, wake dividing 
streamline, and cascade periodic boundary conditions must be specified for the two velocity 
potential functions, ~Nc(X, Y) and ¢~c(x,y). 
At the farfield inlet boundary, the flow is steady and uniform, with the velocity potential 
boundary conditions given in equation (3): 
~Nc f~ ld  in~t = U~x + V~y (3a) 
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Fig. 1. Flow past a thick, cambered, airfoil c scade. 
~C farfield inlet = O. (3b) 
At the farfield exit boundary, the velocity potential boundary conditions are given in 
equation (4): 
0¢Nc ] = II U® II cos(~0 + 6) (4a) 
On [farfield exit 
Oq~c ] = O, (4b) 
On [farfield exit 
where n is the surface unit normal and a0 = tan- l (Voo/U~) • 
The airfoil surface boundary conditions require a zero flow velocity normal to the airfoil surfaces, 
equation (5): 
0¢Nc ] = 0 (5a) 
• 0B ]airfoil 
O~c ] = 0. (5b) 
0n {airfoil 
The total velocity potential is discontinuous along the airfoil wake dividing streamline. This 
discontinuity is satisfied with a continuous noncirculatory velocity potential and a discontinuous 
circulatory velocity potential. The circulatory velocity potential discontinuiuty is equal to the 
circulation, F, equation (6). Also specified is the continuity of the noncirculatory velocity potential 
along the wake streamline: 
A¢c Iwak0 = O~- -- O~- = F = A4~ c TE (6a) 
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A(~NC twake = 0, (6b) 
where TE denotes the airfoil trailing edge and the superscripts + and - denote the upper and lower 
airfoil surfaces, respectively. 
In addition, the Kutta condition is applied to the flow field. This enables the circulation constant, 
F, to be determined. The Kutta condition is satisfied by requiring the chordwise velocity 
components on the upper and lower airfoil surfaces to be equal in magnitude at the trailing edge: 
I 0TE I 0; '7' 
For the cascade periodic boundaries, the velocity potential boundary conditions are given in 
equation (8): 
~NC upper boundary = ~NC lower boundary -{- I Ua° I S sin(ao + ~) (8a) 
~NC~]/ upper boundary -- ~NCc~n lower boundary (8b) 
OC upper boundary = OC I . . . .  boundary (8C) 
C~@c I _ d@c (8d) 
(~n lupper boundary c3n lower boundary" 
The dependent variable of primary interest is the pressure coefficient. This is determined from 
the solution for the velocity potential, and the Bernoulli equation, 
P - Poo (llV¢' II): 
Cp=- I/2p(U~ + V 2 ) -1  (U 2 + V~), (9) 
where Poo is the far upstream pressure. 
COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN 
Computational grid 
A boundary fitted computational grid generation technique isutilized for the numerical so ution 
[10]. A Poisson type grid solver is used to fit a C-type grid around a typical airfoil in the cascade. 
This method permits grid points to be specified along the entire boundary of the computational 
plane. As depicted in Fig. 2, the boundary in the physical plane is denoted by the curve 
a-b-c-d-e-f-g-h-i-a and encompasses the airfoil, its wake, the farfield inlet, the farfield exit, and 
the cascade periodic boundaries. The application of this grid generation technique results in an 
equally spaced, orthogonal computational grid at the interior points in the transformed (~, 7) plane. 
Attractive features of this technique include the mesh clustering in regions of high surface 
curvature, and achievement of high grid orthogonality, especially n the near wall region, and the 
establishment of periodic grids for ease of enforcing cascade periodic boundary conditions. A 
typical boundary fitted grid for a Gostelow airfoil cascade is shown in Fig. 3. 
Laplace quations describe the complete flow field including the unknown velocity potentials ONc 
and @c (equation 2). In the transformed (~, r/) coordinate system, the Laplace equation takes on 
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Fig. 2. Body-fitted coordinate transformation. 
the following nonhomogeneous form 
b ~-~2 - 2~fl-~- - 2y-~- = F(¢, t/), (10) 
where/iB is a shorthand method of writing these two velocity potentials in the transformed plane, 
i.e. ~ denotes eNc(~, r/), or Oc(~, t/); F(~, r/) contains the cross derivative term g27#/3~ t3t/, and the 
coefficients ~, fl, and y, are functions of the transformed coordinates ~and t/which are treated as 
constants in each individual grid element. 
Analytical solution 
To obtain the analytic solution to the transformed Laplace equation, it is first rewritten as a 
homogeneous equation by defining a new dependent variable ~b(~, r/), 
d~---~ + ~ ~--~ 2 -- (Y + °tf l2)~ = 0, (11) 
where 
= $ exp{y¢ + fir/} 
F(?~ + fir/) 
2(y 2 + ~fl2)" 
Fig. 3. Boundary-fined grid for Gostelow airfoil cascade. 
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The general solution for $ is determined by separation of variables and is given in equation (12): 
$(~, r/) = [A~ cos(2 ~) + A2 sin(2~)] [B1 cos(/~/) + B2 sin(wl)], (12) 
where/~ = [(~2 + ,tfl2 + 22)/~t]1/2 and 2, A1, A2, Bt, and B2 are constants to be determined from the 
boundary conditions. 
LOCALLY ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 
Analytical solutions in individual computational grid elements are determined by applying 
proper boundary conditions on each element to evaluate the unknown constants in the general 
velocity potential solution specified in equation (12). The solution to the global problem is then 
determined through the application of the global boundary conditions and the assembly of the 
locally analytical solutions. 
Grid element boundary conditions 
A typical computational grid element is schematically depicted in Fig. 4. The local element 
boundary conditions pecify the values of the various velocity potentials at the eight boundary 
nodal points. However, to obtain unique analytic solutions to the Laplace quation in this element, 
i.e. determine the values of the integration constants i  the general solution for each element, 
continuous boundary conditions are required on all four boundaries. For numerical purposes, these 
boundary conditions are expressed in an implicit formulation in terms of the three known nodal 
values on each element boundary. In particular, a combination of a linear and exponential function, 
equation (13), are utilized on each boundary as they satisfy the Laplace equation: 
q~(¢, 1) = a~ ') exp{~} 
~(1, r/) = a/2) exp{~7 } 
~(¢, -- 1) = at 3) exp{~ } 
~( -- I, r/) = a?) exp{r/} 
+ a~ l) ~ + a~ I) (13a) 
+ a[ 2) r /+ a[ 2) (13b) 
+ a~ 3) ~ + a~ 3) (13c) 
-4- a[  4) r/ -'l'- at 4) , (13d) 
where the constants al°, a[ ~), and a[ il are determined from the known values at the three nodal points 
on each boundary. 
Grid element analytical solutions 
The general analytic solution to the Laplace quation given in equation (12) is valid in individual 
grid elements as well as over the complete flow region. To determine the relationship between the 
velocity potential at the center of the typical grid element, Fig. 4, and its surrounding values, the 
(-I,I) 
(-i,O', 
(- I ,- I)  
[0,1) (I,I) 
(0,0) 
Fig. 4, Local computational grid element. 
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superposition principle is used to decompose the solution for 47 into four components, each having 
only one nonhomogeneous boundary condition: 
47(~, r/) = ~ (A.~ sinh[~.(q + 1)] sin [2.(~ + 1)] + A.~ sinh~.(q - 1)] sin[2.(~ + 1)] 
n=|  ( 
+ A.3 s inh~(~ + 1)] sin[A.(r/+ 1)] + A.4 s inh~(¢  - 1)] sin[2.(q + 1)]~, (14) 
J 
where 
2. = nn/2; /~. = [(?2 + fl2a + 22)/a],/2; #~ = (?2 + f12~ + 2~)~/2. 
The application of the local boundary conditions, equation (1 3), together with the orthogonality 
of the Fourier series leads to the following values for A.~: 
A., = C,.,~(l, 1) + C2~,~(1, O) + C3.,~(l, - 1) + C4~,~(0, - l) + C5.,47( - l, - 1) 
+ C~,47( - l, O) + C7.i47( - l, 1) + Cs.,47(0, 1) (15) 
where the constants Cl.~ . . . .  Cui are functions of the al 0 a~ °, and a~ ° boundary constants. 
With the analytical solution in an individual grid element hus specified, equations (14) and (15), 
the value of 47 at the center of the element can be written as 
q~(0, 0) = ~ {[(A., - A.2) sinh(/z.) + (A.3 - A~)  sinh(/~)] sinh(2.)}. (16) 
n=l  
Substituting for the A.~ terms, equation (15), leads to 
47(0. O) = C~ 47(1, l) + C~ t~(1. O) + C;47(1, - l) + C~ 47(0, - l) + C; 47( . 1) 
+ C~ 47( - l, O) + C; 47( - I, l) + C~ ~(0, l) (17) 
where the constants C;, C~ . . . .  C~ are functions of the a~ °, a~ °, and at ° boundary constants as well 
as the transformed coordinate functions a, r, and ?. 
This solution for 47 at the center point is rewritten in term of the original dependent variable 
O, in equation (18): 
• (0, 0) = C, ~(1, l) + C2~(1 , 0) + C3~5(1, - l) + C4U~(O, - l) + C5~ ( - l, - l) 
+ C6~ ( - 1, 0) + C7~5( - l, l) -I- Cs~(0, 1), (18) 
where the constants C~, C2 . . . . .  Ca are again functions of the a~ °, at i), and a[ ° boundary constants 
as well as the transformed coordinate functions ~, r, and ?. 
Thus, the local analytic algebraic equation relating the value of the velocity potential at the center 
of the computational element o its neighboring eight known nodal values has been completely 
determined. 
Computational procedure 
The above technique is applied to adjacent grid elements, with the boundary nodal point 
considered as the interior point. For a general grid element with center at (i,j), the resulting 
algebraic relation between the center value of the velocity potential and its eight surrounding nodal 
values is given by 
i~(i,j) = C,+,.j+, ~( i  + 1,j + 1) + C,+,,ji~(i + 1,j) 
+ Ci+,.j_, i~(i + l , j  - 1) + C~.g_, ~( i , j  - 1) 
+ C~-l,j-i ~(i  -- 1 , j -  1)+ C~_lj ~5(i -- l , j )  
+ C~_lj+~ (i  -- l , j  + 1) + C~.j+, ~( i , j  + 1), (19) 
where 2 ~< i ~< ima x - 1, 2 ~<j ~<Jmax -- 1, and C U are functions of the a~ °, at °, and a~ ° boundary 
constants as well as the transformed coordinate functions ~t, r, and ?. 
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The global boundary conditions are specified by 
iti(i, 1) = airfoil and wake boundary conditions; 1 ~< i ~</max 
~(i, jmax) = farfield inlet and cascade periodic boundary conditions; 1 ~< i ~</max 
~(imax,J) = farfield exit boundary conditions; 1 < j  <Jma~ 
~(1, j )  = farfield exit boundary conditions; 1 < j  <Jmax" 
(20a) 
(20b) 
(20c) 
(20d) 
These global boundary conditions together with the interior point solution specified in equation 
(19) for ~(i , j ) ,  where 2 ~< i ~< ima~ -- 1, and 2 ~<j ~<Jmax -- 1, lead to a system of algebraic equations. 
For a fixed j value: 
- -  C i _ , , j~( i  - 1,j)+ ~( i , j )  - C ,+, , j~( i  + l,j) 
= C,+,.j+)~(i + 1,j + 1) + C~_,, j+,~(i-  1,j + 1) 
+ C~.j+~ ( i , j  + 1) + C~+t.j_~ ( i  + 1,j - 1) 
+ C~_,.j_,~(i - 1,j - 1) + Ci . j _ ,~( i , j -  1). (21) 
The right hand side of this equation is comprised of known quantities, i.e. the ( j  - 1) terms are 
known from the boundary conditions ( j  = 2) or the last sweep, with the ( j  + 1) terms determined 
from the boundary condition ( j  =Jmax- 1) or the previous iteration. 
Equation (21) can be written as a tridiagonal matrix, with the matrix solved by Thomas 
algorithm for all j values (2 ~<j ~<Jmax - 1). This procedure is then iterated by successive over 
relaxation until the entire solution converges. 
RESULTS 
A mathematical model and locally analytical solution technique have been developed to analyze 
the flow through a cascade of cambered, thick, airfoils. This model and solution technique are 
verified and demonstrated by analyzing the flow through a variety of airfoil cascade configurations. 
In particular, to verify this model and solution, airfoil surface pressure coefficient predictions are 
correlated with a corresponding prediction for a theoretical cascade and also with experimental 
data obtained in both a stationary annular airfoil cascade and in the vane rows of a research 
compressor. 
The theoretical cascade initially considered by Gostelow [11], Fig. 3, was analyzed. This cascade 
is characterized by a stagger angle of 37.5 °, a solidity of 1.01, and a mean flow incidence angle 
of 0 °. Predictions for the noncirculatory velocity potential, the circulatory velocity potential, and 
the resulting total velocity potential are presented in Fig. 5. The correlation of the predicted 
chordwise distribution of the airfoil surface pressure coefficient obtained with the model developed 
herein and that of Gostelow is shown in Fig. 6. The very good agreement between the two analyses 
is readily apparent. 
An experimental investigation directed at obtaining benchmark aerodynamic data appropriate 
for the verification of cascade flow models is presented in [12]. In this series of experiments, the 
detailed aerodynamics of a stationary annular cascade with a solidity of 1.563 comprised of 36 
NACA 65-10 series airfoils was quantified for various stagger and mean flow incidence angle 
values. Data for two flow configurations are considered, depicted by the computational grids 
presented in Figs 7 and 8. Namely, the cascade flow geometry for a stagger angle of 21.5 ° and a 
1.0 ° mean flow incidence is shown in Fig. 7, with the cascade configuration for a 36.0 ° stagger angle 
and mean flow incidence of 15.5 ° presented in Fig. 8. The excellent correlation of the predictions 
from the model developed herein and the airfoil surface static pressure coefficient data for these 
two cascade flow configurations i  shown in Figs 9 and 10, respectively. 
Detailed airfoil surface static pressure data have been obtained on the stator vanes of an axial 
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Fig. 5. Velocity potential for Gostelow cascade. 
flow research compressor [13]. The three vane rows are identical, each consisting of 41 British C4 
profile airfoils resulting in a solidity of 1.09 and a stagger angle of 26.1 °. The computational grid 
for the stator ow flow geometry and, thus, the flow configuration, is presented in Fig. 11. Excellent 
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Fig. 6. Prediction correlation for Gostelow cascade. 
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Fig. 7. Annular cascade geometry and computational grid for stagger angle and incidence angles of 21.5 °
and 1.0 °. 
correlation is obtained between the predicted and experimentally measured chordwise distributions 
of the surface static pressure coefficient for both low and high levels of steady aerodynamic loading, 
i.e. small and large mean flow incidence angles, 1.5 ° and 5.5 °, on the stator vanes, Figs 12 and 13. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A mathematical model and locally analytical solution have been developed to analyze the steady, 
inviscid, incompressible flow through a two-dimensional turbomachinery cascade comprised of 
cambered, thick, airfoils. In this technique, the discrete algebraic equations which represent the flow 
field equations are obtained from analytical solutions in individual grid elements. The flow model 
was developed by analyzing the potential f ow through a single periodic flow channel. A body-fitted 
computational grid was utilized. Analytical solutions to the Laplace equations which describe the 
flow were determined in individual grid elements and the complete flow field then determined by 
the assembly of these local solutions. 
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Fig. 8. Annular cascade geometry and computational grid for stagger angle and incidence angles of 36.0 °
and 15.5 °. 
This model and solution technique were then utilized to analyze the flow through a variety of 
airfoil cascade configurations. In particular, predictions f the airfoil surface pressure coefficient 
obtained with this model and solution were correlated with: (1) a corresponding prediction for a 
theoretical cascade; (2) experimental data obtained in an annular airfoil cascade at both low and 
high levels of aerodynamic loading; and (3) in the stator vane rows of a research compressor at 
both low and high mean flow incidence angles. 
Predictions obtained from the model and solution technique d veloped herein were in excellent 
agreement with all of the above noted theoretical and experimental cases. This verifies and also 
demonstrates the validity and applicability of the flow model and the locally analytical solution. 
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Fig. 9. Correlation of predicted and measured airfoil surface 
static pressure distributions for stagger angle and incidence 
angles of 21.5 ° and 1.0 °. 
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Fig. 10. Correlation of predicted and measured airfoil 
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Fig. I 1. Compressor stator vane row flow geometry and computational grid. 
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Fig. 12. Correlation of predicted and measured stator vane 
surface static pressure distributions for low steady loading. 
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Fig. 13. Correlation of predicted and measured stator vane 
surface static pressure distributions for high steady loading. 
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